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Abstract Local gene duplication is a prominent mecha-
nism of gene copy number expansion. Elucidating the
mechanisms by which local duplicates arise is necessary in
understanding the evolution of genomes and their host
organisms. Chromosome one of Arabidopsis thaliana
contains an 81-gene array subdivided into 27 triplet units
(t-units), with each t-unit containing three pre-transfer
RNA genes. We utilized phylogenetic tree reconstructions
and comparative genomics to order the events leading to
the array’s formation, and propose a model using unequal
crossing-over as the primary mechanism of array forma-
tion. The model is supported by additional phylogenetic
information from intergenic spacer sequences separating
each t-unit, comparative analysis to an orthologous array of
12 t-units in the sister taxa Arabidopsis lyrata, and addi-
tional modeling using a stochastic simulation of ortholo-
gous array divergence. Lastly, comparative phylogenetic
analysis demonstrates that the two orthologous t-unit arrays
undergo concerted evolution within each taxa and are
likely ﬂuctuating in copy number under neutral evolu-
tionary drift. These ﬁndings hold larger implications for
future research concerning gene and genome evolution.
Keywords Comparative genomics   Concerted
evolution   Phylogenetics   Tandem duplication  
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Introduction
Local gene duplication generates tandemly arrayed genes
and is a ubiquitous occurrence during genome evolution.
Local duplicates are presumed to contribute to genetic
diversity through relaxation of selective pressure on one or
both duplicates through redundancy of function. This
relaxed selective pressure allows for gene evolution such as
subfunctionalization (Force et al. 1999; Lynch and Conery
2000), where both the genes specialize in a subset of their
original function, and neofunctionalization (Lewis 1953;
Ohno 1970; Ohta 1988), where one of the copies evolves
novel cellular functions while its counterpart retains
ancestral functions. For duplication events that present a
dominant negative dosage phenotype, subsequent selection
may result in reversion back to the singlet condition,
returning gene product dosage to a stoichiometric balance
(Freeling 2009). Unequal crossing-over (UCO) between
two duplex loci naturally forms a triplet and a singlet, so
that there are no mechanical impediments to returning to
the singlet state.
In contrast, some genomic loci can undergo copy
number ampliﬁcation under positive selection for increase
in product dosage. Positive selection for increased dosage
has been suggested to explain large tandem arrays of rRNA
and histone genes (Hurles 2004) and is observed experi-
mentally in bacteria to cope with nutrient availability
(Horiuchi et al. 1962). A subset of genes that frequently
occur in local tandem arrays is observed to have a high
degree of sequence and functional diversity; some classes
of plant disease resistance genes (e.g., NB LRR genes) are
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ter of tandemly repeated NB-LRR genes may encode a
diverse number of different pathogen speciﬁcities (Baum-
garten et al. 2003). These arrays of high sequence diversity
stand in contrast to the aforementioned rRNA arrays, for
which sequence and functional homogenization (concerted
evolution) is observed (Brown et al. 1972; Nei and Rooney
2005). Please see Se ´mon and Wolfe (2007) for an excellent
review of the evolution and fates of gene duplicates.
Our study focuses on an unusual pre-tRNA gene array
within the Arabidopsis lineage. In A. thaliana (At), this
array consists of 81 pre-tRNA genes arranged into 27
repeating triplet gene units, which we call t-units. This pre-
tRNA gene array was discovered in At by Beier et al.
(1991) and shown to contain at least 20 copies of t-units.
Further study provided data that a number of these pre-
tRNA genes produce transcripts (Beier and Beier 1992;
Stange et al. 1991). We show that Arabidopsis lyrata (Al), a
sister taxon of At, contains an orthologous array of pre-
tRNA genes at the syntenic locus to At. Using the complete
genome sequences of both the At and Al genomes, our
research has expanded upon the study of Beier et al. using a
high-resolution comparative analysis of the t-unit array
within two taxa of the Arabidopsis lineage to understand
the evolution of these t-unit pre-tRNA gene arrays.
The evolutionary fate of duplicated genes has been the
focus of a great deal of research (Zhang 2003;S e ´mon and
Wolfe 2007; Freeling 2009); in contrast, detailed case
studies on tandemly arrayed genes containing many repeat
units are relatively few in number. While characterizations
of the evolution of tandemly arrayed genes using com-
parative methods have been made (Jackson 2007), more
studies are required in a wider range of taxa to gain an
understanding of the general mechanisms that govern the
evolution of tandem arrays in genomes. The Arabidopsis
t-unit pre-tRNA gene array provides an excellent model
system for gaining insight into the mechanisms of tan-
demly arrayed gene evolution due to its recent formation,
its rapid expansion, and its conspicuous pattern of multi-
gene duplication, the latter hinting at a higher order com-
plexity to the local duplication process. Through a series of
phylogenetic and comparative analyses, we demonstrate
that complete t-units are almost without exception the basal
units of the arrays’ expansion and evolve in concert within
each taxon. In addition, we propose a generalized model of
t-unit expansion within the array using unequal crossing-
over (UCO) as the mechanism of copy number variation
and sequence ‘‘homogenization,’’ and designed a custom
computer program to stochastically simulate divergence
between two orthologous arrays. These simulations dem-
onstrate that relatively few crossover events within an array
are necessary to cause lineage-speciﬁc divergence of
orthologous arrays, as is observed in the At and Al t-unit
arrays, leaving us to conclude that UCO is the primary
mechanism of evolution within these tandem gene arrays
and sufﬁcient to explain their concerted evolution.
Materials and Methods
Many of the sequence comparisons used in this article were
performed using the CoGe comparative genomics platform
(Lyons and Freeling 2008; Lyons et al. 2008).
Nomenclature and Triplet Designation
A nomenclature was devised to denote both element type
and location to maintain speciﬁcity in language for these
highly repetitive genomic structures (Fig. 1). The pre-
tRNA genes are denoted by the amino acid they transfer. A
triplet unit, or t-unit, is deﬁned as the genomic sequence
from the start of a pre-tRNA
Ser gene to the end of the
second proximal 30 pre-tRNA
Tyr gene, with the t-unit ori-
ented in the 50 to 30 direction. Each t-unit contains ﬁve
elements in the following order: a pre-tRNA
Ser gene, an
intergenic region (IGR) B, a pre-tRNA
TyrA gene, an IGR
C, and a pre-tRNA
TyrB gene. Exceptions to this rule are an
incomplete t-unit on the 50 end of the Al array, referred to
as t-unit 0, and t-unit 1 in Al which contains an extra pre-
tRNA
TyrB gene, referred to as pre-tRNA
TyrC, and an extra
IGR C sequence, referred to as IGR D1; the At array
contains no exceptions to the t-unit rule. Preceding each
t-unit is an additional intergenic region, IGR A, deﬁned as
the sequence from the end of the prior (50) t-unit to the start
of the current t-unit. Sufﬁx letters are used denote relative
position within the t-unit—IGR B precedes IGR C, and
pre-tRNA
TyrA precedes pre-tRNA
TyrB. Each element and
t-unit is also given a number to indicate its absolute posi-
tion from the 50 end of the array. For example, t-unit 23 is
the 23rd t-unit in the array, and IGR B12 is the intergenic
region between pre-tRNA
Ser and pre-tRNA
TyrA in t-unit
12. The number sufﬁx of an IGR A sequence indicates its
position is immediately 50 of the t-unit of that number. The
exception to this rule is IGR A28 in At, which is the IGR A
sequence immediately 30 of the last t-unit, t-unit 27. In
addition, when t-units and array elements are referred to
by the species from which they originate, At and Al refer to
A. thaliana and A. lyrata, respectively.
Gene and Intergenic Sequences
A complete list of the At pre-tRNA genes used in this study
can be found at http://tinyurl.com/5bq3o9 as well as in a
spreadsheet in the supplementary ﬁle; no annotations
existed for the Al pre-tRNA genes at the time of this study.
All At DNA sequences were obtained through The
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123Arabidopsis Information Resource (TAIR), version eight of
the Arabidopsis thaliana genome. A Perl script was written
to parse the array’s DNA sequence, given the annotated
gene start/stop positions and knowing the position of the
IGRs relative to the pre-tRNA genes. The pre-tRNA
Ser
gene sequences were taken as annotated; however, the pre-
tRNA
Tyr gene models were incomplete. This was apparent
through comparisons of the annotated pre-tRNA
Tyr genes
in the array to other, complete gene models both in the At
genome, and an At gene stored in Genbank (M35958.1;
http://tinyurl.com/n3f5vh). The pre-tRNA
Tyr gene models
were truncated before the gene’s intron sequence (Good-
man et al. 1977). Ten incomplete gene sequences were
aligned and compared using blastn (Altschul et al. 1990;
E-value Cutoff: 0.001, Match: 1, Mismatch: -2, Gap Open
Penalty: 5, Gap Extension Penalty: 2, Word Size: 7, No
Filter on query sequence) to gain a consensus gene
sequence and length, and we took the sequence of the most
conservative high-scoring segment pair generated by the
alignment algorithm. Complete gene models were also
predicted using tRNAscan-SE 1.21 (Lowe and Eddy 1997)
and these were concordant with the models obtained using
blastn.
Version one of the Arabidopsis lyrata genome was
obtained from the Joint Genome Institute (http://tinyurl.
com/l9njsq). While no pre-tRNA genes were annotated in
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Fig. 1 A visualization of the triplet array in A. thaliana (At) and A.
lyrata (Al). (a) The triplet array in At. The pre-tRNA genes are
indicated by gray cylinders. The green background indicates G ? C
content; each G ? C basepair is indicated by a single vertical green
line. The entire array is 39.7 kb long, from the start of the ﬁrst pre-
tRNA
Ser on the 50 end to the ﬁnal pre-tRNA
TyrB on the 30 end (Chr. 1
21,272,452..21,312,137). (b) Two triplet units (t-units) in the array
are shown, starting with the twelfth t-unit in the array on the left, and
the thirteenth t-unit on the right. Each triplet indicates the two
methods of nomenclature used throughout the article. Both letters and
numbers are used to distinguish element position in different ways,
with all nomenclature increasing from 50 to 30. Letters, such as IGR C,
indicate relative position of an intergenic region within the t-unit,
whereas numbers, such as IGR C13, indicate the element’s absolute
position within the array. Thus, IGR C13 indicates it is the third IGR
element, C, in the thirteenth triplet. T-unit 12 is indicated using the
t-unit nomenclature, simply identifying the entire triplet’s location
within the array. The t-unit sequence begins at the start of the pre-
tRNA
Ser gene, and ends at the termination of the pre-tRNA
TyrB gene,
as indicated by the red, translucent rectangle. T-unit 13, on the right,
designates its individual elements by their genetic type—the type of
pre-tRNA gene they are (based on their designated amino acid), or the
relative location of the intergenic sequence. IGR A lies between the
t-units (inter-triplet). IGR A numbering indicates that it precedes
the t-unit of the same number, such that IGR A13 is the sequence
between t-unit 12 and t-unit 13; note that the exception to this rule is
IGR A28 which immediately follows the terminal 30 t-unit 27. (c) The
triplet array in Al array. As the pre-tRNA genes in the array are not
annotated, the genes are represented by colored boxes on top of the
genomic G ? C background (the orange background indicates an
unsequenced region.) Pre-tRNA
Ser genes are represented by red
boxes, and pre-tRNA
Tyr genes are represented by blue boxes. Note the
violation of the three pre-tRNA gene rules in Al t-units 0 and 1
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123the region syntenic to the t-unit array in At, eleven full
length and one partial t-units were found using blastn
sequence similarity searches as well as tRNAscan-SE
analysis as described above. As this is a draft genome using
whole genome shotgun sequencing, we mapped the pair-
end sequencing coverage of the region used in our analysis.
We found overall coverage to be approximately 89 and
had paired-end coverage spanning all parts of this region,
but an increase in fold coverage on the 30 end of the array.
(Supplementary Fig. 1.) This may reﬂect sequencing
sampling bias, or additional copies of t-units in unse-
quenced regions of the genome. All the raw DNA
sequences used in this study (genes, intergenic regions, and
triplet units) are available in FASTA format in the sup-
plementary ﬁle.
Syntenic Alignments and Assessment
We evaluated synteny using the online comparative
genomics package CoGe and the method outlined in Lyons
et al. (2008). First, an approximately 165.4 kb sequence
(http://tinyurl.com/6qghol) encompassing the At array
(Chr. 1, 21190739-21356171) was retrieved, and annotated
coding sequences within the region (50 and 30 of the pre-
tRNA array) were catalogued (http://tinyurl.com/5z799u).
Using the catalogued CDS sequences as queries, a tblastx
search (Altschul et al. 1990) was then run against the
Carica papaya (Cp) (Ming et al. 2008), Vitis vinifera (Vv)
(Jaillon et al. 2007), Al,a n dAt genomes using CoGeBlast
(http://tinyurl.com/5udsyy); the genomic regions of the
best blast hits were then analyzed for synteny using GEvo
(http://tinyurl.com/d7mzhz) and the BlastZ alignment
algorithm (Schwartz et al. 2003). Synteny was determined
by identifying a collinear series of putatively homologous
genes (Lyons and Freeling 2008). Four syntenic At and Al
regions (including the region containing the array) were
identiﬁed in addition to a single syntenic region from both
grape and papaya (Supplementary Fig. 2). The ten syntenic
genomic regions were as follows: Cp—supercontig_48:
1,128,741-1,287,100; Vv—Chr. 14: 3,198-528,677 (reverse
complement); Al—scaffold_1: 3,597,899-3,652,421, scaf-
fold_1: 32,768,291-32,878,607, scaffold_3: 2,260,368-
2,319,437, scaffold_6: 12,044,518-12,265,938 (reverse
complement); At—Chr. 1: 3,039,795-3,100,826, Chr. 1:
21,255,709-21,334,368, Chr. 3: 1,735,349-1,780,617, and
Chr. 5: 9,269,098-9,473,551 (reverse complement).
Multiple Sequence Alignment
Sequences were initially aligned using ClustalW 1.83
(Thompson et al. 1994) using the default settings for a
DNA multiple sequence alignment (Open Gap Penalty: 15,
Gap Extension Penalty: 6.66, no Weight Transition,
Matrix: IUB). The alignment generated by ClustalW was
then manually reﬁned in the program Mesquite (Maddison
and Maddison 2009). The ﬁnal alignment ﬁles used in
subsequent phylogenetic reconstruction are available in the
supplementary materials section in NEXUS format.
Phylogenetic Tree Reconstruction
Maximum likelihood (ML) trees were constructed using
Paup* 4.0b10 (Swofford 2003). Evolutionary models for
the likelihood analyses were selected by ModelTest 3.7
(Posada and Crandall 1998). Trees were visualized using
FigTree (Rambaut 2006–2008). Unrooted ML trees were
generated for distinct t-unit elements using a heuristic
search with 1,000 repetitions, sequences added randomly,
and bisection–reconnection (TBR) branch swapping.
Bayesian inference trees were also used to reconstruct
t-unit phylogeny as well as the At IGR A phylogeny.
Bayesian analysis was performed by MrBayes v3.1.2
(Ronquist and Huelsenbeck 2003) using a Markov Chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) run, with t-unit elements partitioned
into ﬁve unlinked character-sets (genes and IGR sequence),
and each partition using a distinct model selected as the
best-ﬁt by MrModelTest 2.2 (Nylander 2004). The simu-
lation was run for ten million generations, distributed over
six chains. Burn-in was set at 25% of the trees generated to
calculate posterior probabilities. Bayesian inference trees
were constructed using the Cyberinfrastructure for Phylo-
genetic Research (CIPRES) web portal (Miller et al. 2009).
Congruence of phylogenetic trees was tested by manu-
ally mapping trees for each t-unit element to their genomic
locations, and further assessed using an incongruence
length difference (ILD) test of homogeneity under a par-
simony tree building criterion in Paup*, using 1,000 rep-
etitions for the IGR A to t-unit tests, and 26 repetitions for
the intra-t-unit test.
Array Pre-tRNA Gene Functionality Data
Data on functionality of pre-tRNA genes within the array
was obtained from previously published data (Stange et al.
1991; Beier and Beier 1992). Cloned sequences generated
from the previous literature (Beier et al. 1991), found in
Genbank (X54368, X54369, X54370, X54371, X543672,
X54373, X54374; http://tinyurl.com/kjo7ob), were com-
pared to sequences in the array, and functionality data were
assigned to identical sequences used in both the cloned
gene in vitro analysis and in the array genomic sequence.
Tyrosine Usage Measurement
Data on prevalence of tyrosine codons in genomic coding
sequence for both Arabidopsis species were obtained using
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123the CoGe application OrganismView and analyzed via a
two-sided binomial proportions test using the software
package R (Team 2007).
Modeling and Simulating Unequal Crossing-Over
Unequal crossing-over (UCO) models were generated
under the following assumptions:
(a) UCO is the sole mechanism responsible for array
copy number variation
(b) The array structures were formed using a parsimoni-
ous number of expansion events
(c) A given array becomes ﬁxed in the population, such
that the crossover events occur between identical
arrays (i.e., no distinguishing crossover between
homologous chromosomes versus sister chromatids).
Models were devised using these assumptions and the
results from the t-unit Bayesian inference tree that t-units
group exclusively by species. Only the t-unit phylogeny
was taken into account when the models were devised, thus
allowing non t-unit data (IGR A sequences) to provide
independent validation of the models.
Using this model, a custom program was written in Perl
to stochastically simulate the effects of UCO on ortholo-
gous array divergence, named ‘‘Array Divergence Simu-
lation.pl’’ (Supplementary ﬁle). The program tracks the
divergence of two hypothetical lineages with an initial
identical tandem array of gene-unit elements over multi-
ple generations. The stochastic simulation algorithm is as
such
1. Initialize two identical arrays of size n
2. Choose two crossover sites at random in the set 0 to n,
inclusive, for each array, giving a total of n ? 1
possible crossover sites within an array of size n.
(a) Crossover must have at least one positionally
overlapping unit. If the sites chosen do not allow
this, sites are reselected by returning to step 2.
3. Generate crossover by swapping array units distal to
their respective crossover sites.
4. Randomly select one of the two resultant arrays for
retention into the next cycle.
5. Return to 2, unless
(a) One of the two lineage-speciﬁc arrays has been
truncated down to a single unit, and thus is unable
to perform unequal crossover
(b) Both lineage-speciﬁc arrays are homogenous for
the same single unit (complete convergence).
(c) Neither lineage-speciﬁc array contains any iden-
tical units (complete divergence).
Each start array consists of gene-units labeled 1 to n,
where n is the initialized size of the array at the onset of the
simulation. Each generation permits one crossing-over
event (equal or unequal) within the array. The total number
of crossover events (COT) possible in any given UCO step
is
COT ¼ð n þ 1Þþ2½n þð n   1Þþ   þ2 ¼ð n þ 1Þ
2   2
We can calculate the expected ﬁnal array size after a
recombination event E(An)
EðAnÞ¼
P
½COEn   Nn   PðIÞ 
COT
where COEn is the possible number of crossover events
given the start size of n, Nn is the size of the array after the
crossover event given start size of n, and P(I) is the
probability that a particular product of UCO will be
inherited into the next generation. This expands to
which can be further simpliﬁed
EðAnÞ¼
ðn þ 1ÞðnÞþð nÞ½2n þð n   1Þ½2n þ   þ2½2n 
ðn þ 1Þ
2   2
EðAnÞ¼
n½ðn þ 1Þþ2½n þð n   1Þþ   þ2  
ðn þ 1Þ
2   2
EðAnÞ¼
n½ðn þ 1Þ
2   2 
ðn þ 1Þ
2   2
¼ n
Thus, the expected post-recombination array size E(An)
is equal to the initial array, providing our simulation with a
parameter for neutral expansion and contraction (no bias
toward either), neither mutagenesis of gene-unit elements
in the arrays nor any process of gene conversion being
permitted, so that simulated array divergence is solely due
to gain / loss of gene-unit elements due to UCO events.
The simulation is repeated for 100,000 replicates for
each starting array size of 2–40 elements, and the number
EðAnÞ¼
ðn þ 1Þð1ÞðnÞþ2ðnÞ 1
2
  
½ðn þ 1Þþð n   1Þ  þ 2ðn   1Þ 1
2
  
½ðn þ 2Þþð n   2Þ þ   þ2ð2Þ 1
2
  
½ð1Þþð 2n   1Þ 
ðn þ 1Þ
2   2
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123of crossover events are computed and statistically analyzed
for mean array divergence time. Note that only arrays that
completely diverge are used to calculate divergence time,
as the simulation is only concerned with the number of
crossover events to array divergence and not the likelihood
of two orthologous arrays reaching divergence. Another
important point is that the two diverging arrays are kept
isolated from one another; crossover only occurs between
an array within a lineage, not across, as one expects in
diverging lineages (i.e., post-speciation events).
Results
Date Boundaries of T-Unit Array Formation
A comparative genomics approach was utilized to deter-
mine the relative age of the t-unit array (Supplementary
Fig. 2). Carica papaya (Cp) (same order as At, Brassicales)
and Vitis vinifera (Vv) (basal eurosid) were chosen as
outgroups to the Arabidopsis lineage. Subsequent to the
divergence of Cp and the Arabidopsis lineage, the Ara-
bidopsis lineage underwent two sequential whole genome
duplication (WGD) events (Bowers et al. 2003; Ming et al.
2008). These WGD events resulted in ten syntenic genomic
regions among these four taxa: four each from At and Al,
and one each from Cp and Vv. Neither outgroup genome,
Cp nor Vv, contains any pre-tRNA genes within their
syntenic regions, nor the three other syntenic regions of At.
The only other syntenic region containing the array is the
orthologous Al genomic region. By parsimony, these
results indicate that the pre-tRNA genes in the array are not
ancestral to the array’s current locus, and likely transposed
into the region after the most recent whole genome dupli-
cation event in the Arabidopsis lineage, and prior to the
lineage divergence of At and Al.
In order to further reﬁne these dates, a random t-unit was
selected to query the NCBI whole-genome shotgun
sequence database of Brassica rapa (http://tinyurl.com/
nh8lgk) using the blastn alignment algorithm. No signiﬁ-
cant hits covering an entire t-unit, nor a series of hits cov-
ering the t-units’ tRNA constituents were found (data not
shown), likely dating the array’s formation as subsequent to
the divergence of Brassica and Arabidopsis lineages.
Origin of tRNA
Tyr Doublet in T-Unit and Doublet
Conservation
Owing to the tandem appearance of the pre-tRNA
Tyr dou-
blet, we hypothesized that the doublet in tail-to-head
conﬁguration formed from a simple, tandem duplication
prior to t-unit expansion (perhaps by inexact reciprocal
recombination). A Bayesian inference tree was constructed
using all pre-tRNA
Tyr genes from the At and Al arrays
(Supplementary Fig. 3). The arrays’ pre-tRNA
Tyr A and B
genes cluster into distinct clades. The distinct clustering of
the pre-tRNA
TyrA and the pre-tRNA
TyrB gene clades in
both At and Al indicates that the doublet order is never
violated during t-unit duplication; if it were, then interca-
lation between A and B genes would be observed in the
phylogeny due to contradictions in gene locations versus
gene homology. Furthermore, while pre-tRNA
TyrA genes
intercalate between At and Al, the pre-tRNA
TyrB genes do
not. The conservation of doublet order evidences that the
pre-tRNA
Tyr subsection of the t-unit is conserved during
t-unit duplication in both lineages. The exceptions to this
rule are the non-canonical t-units 0 and 1 in Al.
T-unit 0 in Al lacks a pre-tRNA
Ser gene, and thus is in
violation of the t-unit conservation rule. However, without
further evidence, it is impossible to distinguish between an
expansion event that failed to copy the pre-tRNA
Ser gene
and a gene loss event subsequent to duplication. T-unit 1 in
Al has an additional pre-tRNA
Tyr gene, and thus is also in
violation of the t-unit conservation rule. The last two pre-
tRNA
Tyr genes in t-unit 1 both clade as B genes; however,
they do not group together: pre-tRNA
TyrB1 clades basally
with most of the other pre-tRNA
TyrB genes in the Al array,
and pre-tRNA
TyrC1 clades with pre-tRNA
TyrB9.
Conservation of T-Unit During Expansion
Manual comparison of ML trees generated from each t-unit
element in the At array (three pre-tRNA genes and two
intergenic regions for a total of ﬁve distinct trees) showed
that all the trees were congruent with one another, and
without conﬂicts. However, the IGR A tree was not con-
gruent with any of the other trees (Supplementary Fig. 4).
This was further assessed using an ILD test of homoge-
neity. While At t-units partitioned into individual elements
showed congruence (P[0.25), IGR A sequences were
found to be incongruent with t-unit phylogenies either 50
(P = 0.001) or 30 (P = 0.001) of the t-units. The congru-
ence in t-unit element phylogenies, in conjunction with the
data conﬁrming conservation of the pre-tRNA
Tyr doublet
order (Supplementary Fig. 3), supports the hypothesis that
the t-unit has been the array’s basal unit of duplication and
expansion, and that recombination leading to copy number
variation occurred in the IGR A sequences. While Al
t-units exist in fewer copy number and have higher
sequence identity to one another, Al’s pre-tRNA
Tyr genes
show a similar conservation of gene order to At’s. We
inferred from this evidence, along with the similar t-unit
structure and homology between the two arrays, that t-unit
conservation occurs in the Al array as well, sans the two
aforementioned exceptions in Al t-units 0 and 1.
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123Using blastn,we searched the At genome for additional t-
unit loci; however, none were identiﬁed. Of the pre-tRNA
genes in this array, seven additional loci in At were 100%
identical to one or more of the pre-tRNA
Ser genes. No other
lociwere100%identicaltoanyofthepre-tRNA
Tyrgenes.As
in At, we failed to identify any non-array t-unit loci in the Al
genome. Of the pre-tRNA genes in the Al array, ﬁve addi-
tional loci in Al were 100% identical to one or more of the
pre-tRNA
Ser genes, and none were 100% identical to any of
the pre-tRNA
Tyr genes.
Sequence Conservation Within T-Units and Tyrosine
tRNA Gene Dosage
Phylogenetic analysisofallarrayt-unitsfrombothAtandAl
shows that t-units clade by paralogs within a taxa rather than
orthologs between taxa (Fig. 2), concurrent with concerted
evolution (Zimmer et al. 1980) occurring within each Ara-
bidopsis lineage. Using the previous literature on function-
alityoft-unitpre-tRNAgenesclonedfromtheAtt-unitarray
(Stangeetal.1991;BeierandBeier1992),wenotedwhicht-
unit genes were capable of producing a functional, mature
tRNA product (Supplementary Fig. 5). A number of the
genes in the t-unit array are reported not to produce a mature
tRNA product in vitro, with non-functional and functional
pre-tRNA genes concentrated toward the ends and central
region of the At array, respectively.
In order to test whether positive selection for pre-tRNA
Tyr
genedosagewasthedrivingforcebehindarrayexpansion,we
analyzed tyrosine amino acid usage across coding regions in
AtandAl.Atotalof369,223tyrosinecodonswerefoundinthe
At genome (out of 13,133,642 total codons), and 334,108
tyrosine codons were found in the Al genome (out of
11,804,715 codons total). A two-sided binomial proportions
test showed a very slight lower usage of tyrosine residues in
coding regions in At compared to Al (P\0.005). Using
CoGeBlast, we concluded that, aside from the t-unit array,
bothgenomescontainanequalnumberofpre-tRNA
Tyrgenes
(datanotshown).AstheAtarraycontainsovertwotimesmore
pre-tRNA
Tyr genes compared to the Al array (54 versus 24,
respectively) without an increase in tyrosine residue usage in
coding sequences, it is unlikely that the array’s expansion is
duetopositiveselectionfortRNAdosage.However,itshould
be noted that additional copies of t-units in Al could exist as
evidenced by the increase in sequencing fold-coverage in the
30 end of the array (Supplementary Fig. 1).
Varied Nature of Array Expansion
Figure 3 maps At’s t-unit phylogenetic tree onto the
physical map of the array, revealing the varied nature of the
Ancestral 
Array
A. lyrata
A. thaliana
Speciation
1
1
1
0.98 0.9
0.97
1
1
1
1
0.85
1
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1
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1
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0.51
1
0.73
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1
0.94
1
0.59
1
0.93
1
1
Fig. 2 Bayesian Inference tree of At and Al t-units. Bayesian
posterior probabilities are indicated by numbers next to nodes. The
root is arbitrarily drawn at the tree mid-point and should not be used
to infer the actual root of the tree; the ‘‘Ancestral Array’’ and
‘‘Speciation’’ designations are to illustrate common ancestry. Branch
lengths are substitutions per site
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123array’s expansion. Multiple putative sites of expansion are
observed, involving both single t-units and intercalated sets
of two or more t-units. In the array center, t-units 8–14
cluster and, owing to the step-like pattern observed in the
t-unit phylogeny, appear to have been duplicated through
local tandem duplication events. Interestingly, the array
ends show an intercalating pattern between potentially
monophyletic clades based on the t-unit phylogeny. T-units
1–6 show two distinct doublets of t-units (t-units 1 and 3;
t-units 5 and 7) intercalated by a triplet of t-units (t-units 2,
4, and 6), with the t-unit triplet clading with the t-unit 1 and
3 doublet. T-units 15–23 also show a similar pattern of
intercalation, with the even t-units (16, 18, 20, and 22)
clustering into a potentially monophyletic group distinct
from the odd t-units (15, 17, 19, 21, and 23), which
themselves form a potentially monophyletic group. These
regions of the array showing intercalation of distinct phy-
logenetic clusters support expansion events involving
multiple t-units as the basal unit of duplication.
The Al array demonstrates a similar pattern of t-unit
expansion (Fig. 4). T-unit 1 contains two pre-tRNA
TyrB
genes, each with a different phylogenetic signal—the ﬁrst
clades basally with the other pre-tRNA
TyrB genes, and the
second clades with pre-tRNA
TyrB9. In order to align t-unit 1
with the rest of the t-units in the array, only one of the two
pre-tRNA
TyrB sequences was included. When the ﬁrst pre-
tRNA
TyrBisincludedinthealignment,t-unit1cladeswitht-
unit 0; otherwise, if the second is included, then t-unit 1
clades with t-unit 9.In the Bayesian phylogenetictrees, only
the second pre-tRNA
TyrB gene, pre-tRNA
TyrC1, was inclu-
ded in Al t-unit 1. As seen in At, Al’s array may also involve
multiple expansion sites and t-units per expansion step.
Unequal Crossing-Over as a Model for Array
Expansion and Validation by IGR A Phylogeny
Owing to the step-wise pattern of duplication observed, and
prior evidence indicating that unequal crossing-over (UCO)
can cause copy number variation in tandem gene arrays
(Smith 1976; Tartof 1988; Achaz et al. 2000), we investi-
gated whether a model using UCO as the sole mechanism of
t-unit copy number expansion could yield the observed
pattern of t-unit formation seen in Fig. 3. A model of UCO
step-wise formation of t-units 1–7 in At (Supplementary
Fig. 6) was devised under the following three assumptions:
(i) UCO is the sole mechanism of t-unit copy number
expansion (ii) a parsimonious model of array formation in
which the fewest number of UCO events necessary to form
the observed expansion patterns occurred, and (iii) cross-
ing-over only occurred in the IGR A region, as the
1 23456789 1 0 1 1 1 2 1 3 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 22 21 23 24 25 26 27
(A)
(B)
(C)
(C) (D)
Fig. 3 Mapping of At t-unit Bayesian inference tree onto physical
map of At array. Each triplet is encircled and its position noted
numerically within the oval. Imposed on the physical map is the
Bayesian inference tree of the triplet units, with each leaf of the tree
linked to the appropriate t-unit in the physical array. The array is
broken into four regions of duplication by the phylogenetic tree: A, B,
C, and D, suggestive of four independent regions of expansion. The
branch lengths are arbitrary in this tree
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123phylogenetic data suggest (namely, the incongruity between
the t-unit phylogeny and the IGR A phylogeny). After the
parsimonious UCO models were created, the predicted
phylogenies of recombinant IGR A sequences created by
UCO were compared to the actual IGR A phylogeny
(Supplementary Fig. 4). The model-predicted phylogeny
was congruent with the phylogenetic reconstruction.
In order to test whether the observed t-unit sequence
divergence between At and Al could be a result of rapid
t-unit turnover from UCO events, a computer program was
written to stochastically simulate UCO events between two
arrays, each starting with an identical array (common ori-
gin) and then evolving independently after a lineage
divergence event. Crossover events could only occur
between gene units, and equal crossover was permitted.
Using array start sizes of 2–40 and with 100,000 repetitions
of each simulation for a given start size, the mean number
of crossover events to complete array divergence ranged
from 7.62 to 16.9, with a local minimum at an array start
size of four (Fig. 5). These simulations show that unequal
crossover can cause tandem arrays in two species with a
common ancestry to quickly diverge post-speciation,
leading to the observed lineage-speciﬁc divergence of
concerted evolution.
Discussion
Syntenic and phylogenetic examination of the At t-unit
gene array (81 pre-tRNA genes organized into 27 t-units of
three pre-tRNA genes each) resulted in an unexpected
pattern of gene expansion that was also observed in a
1 23456789 1 0 1 1 0
Fig. 4 Mapping of Al t-unit Bayesian inference tree onto physical
map of Al array. Above is the array, with each t-unit encircled, and its
position noted numerically below the oval. Imposed on the physical
map is the Bayesian inference tree of the Al t-units, with each taxa in
the tree linked to the appropriate t-unit in the physical array. An
intercalated pattern of t-unit duplication, observed in the At array
(Fig. 3), is observed here as well. The branch connecting t-units 0, 1,
and 9 is drawn as a dotted line due to an inconsistent phylogenetic
signal from the pre-tRNA
Tyr genes in t-unit 1. In order to align the
sequences, only two of the three pre-tRNA
Tyr genes in the t-unit can
be used to build the tree. If the last gene is excluded, then t-unit 1
clades with t-unit 0; however, if the middle gene is excluded, then
t-unit 1 clades with t-unit 9. The branch lengths are arbitrary in this
tree
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Fig. 5 Correlation between start array size and number of crossover
events until complete divergence of the array following a lineage
divergence event, based on simulation data from Array Divergence
Simulation.pl. Blue dots denote the mean number of crossover events
to obtain complete divergence for 100,000 repetitions. The error bars
represent one standard deviation from the mean
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123smaller, orthologous and syntenic Al array. These data
suggest a complex series of t-unit duplications, and com-
bined with empirical modeling and simulation data suggest
further that unequal crossover events are the likely mech-
anism of expansion. Interestingly, the array does not appear
to have expanded from a single locus within the array.
Rather, the array expanded from multiple loci of sub-local
duplication consisting of varying units of duplication,
nearly all of which involved one or more of the intact
t-units (Figs. 3 and 4).
Age of the Array and T-Unit Formation
Since the radiation of the eurosid super-order, Vv (basal
rosid) and Cp (Brassicales) have experienced no WGD
events while the Arabidopsis lineage has undergone two
sequential WGD events (Ming et al. 2008). These two
WGD events duplicated any ancestral region of the At
genome twice, thereby generating three syntenic regions
for any given genomic region of the At genome. By virtue
of At and Al sharing a recent common ancestor, any intra-
genomic syntenic regions found in At are likely to be
shared in Al; this is the case for the genomic region in
which the At t-unit array is found. Comparison of the
genomic region in At containing the t-unit array to the three
At intra-genomic syntenic regions, the four syntenic
regions of Al, and the single syntenic regions of grape and
papaya, respectively, revealed the existence of the t-unit
array only on chromosome one of At and its orthologous
syntenic region in Al (Supplementary Fig. 2). Neither
outgroup syntenic regions, nor the other three syntenic
regions in the At genome contain any pre-tRNA genes; this
is also the case with the Al genome. Through parsimony,
this indicates that all the pre-tRNA genes in the array did
not exist in their current genomic location prior to the
Arabidopsis lineage’s most recent WGD event. Further-
more, no orthologous t-unit array was found in the Brassica
lineage, which diverged from the Arabidopsis lineage after
the aforementioned most recent WGD event. However,
until the B. rapa genome is completely sequenced and
assembled, it remains possible that an orthologous t-unit
array does exist in its genome. In addition, more genomic
data on lineages diverging prior to and after the Arabid-
opsis–Brassica lineage split will aid in narrowing down the
actual time of the array’s formation.
No other intact t-unit was found in either Arabidopsis
genome indicating that the t-unit formed at this ancestral
locus and was likely duplicated prior to the divergence of
At and Al. As the t-unit arrays in At and Al are derived from
the same ancestral array, their divergence time places a
lower boundary on the age of the array. Thus, we may
infer that the initial formation of the t-unit array likely
occurred after the divergence of Arabidopsis and Brassica
[14.5–20.4 million years ago (Yang et al. 1999; Bowers
et al. 2003)], and necessarily prior to the divergence of At
and Al [5–6 million years ago (Koch and Kiefer 2005)].
Unfortunately, a great unanswered question in this study
is the origin of the t-unit prior to t-unit copy expansion.
Presumably, the ancestral t-unit formed through a series of
translocation events of pre-tRNA genes to the array locus,
but there is no direct evidence to support this claim. Dis-
covering an outgroup genome with a proto t-unit array may
provide the data necessary to elucidate the apparent de
novo formation of the ordered and conserved t-unit gene
structure.
The Triplet Unit as the Basal Unit of Array Expansion
Apparent conservation of the t-unit during expansion is a
fundamental property of the t-unit array. Although the
combined At and Al pre-tRNA
Tyr gene phylogeny demon-
strated conservation of the pre-tRNA
Tyr gene doublet
within the t-units, these data are insufﬁcient to state whe-
ther all elements within the t-units are conserved as a single
unit during expansion events. By mapping the phylogeny
of each sub-element of the t-unit onto their genomic
positions within the array, each tree was shown to be
congruent; homogeneity tests of congruence provided a
statistical basis for using entire t-units in phylogenetic
reconstruction. If elements within individual t-units were
not conserved during expansion, different elements would
show phylogenetic incongruence when mapped to their
genomic locations. This conservation demonstrates that the
t-unit is the basal unit of expansion in the At array, and
also, with few exceptions, in the Al array. Even within the
Al array, the gene order of the t-unit containing three pre-
tRNA
Tyr genes (Al t-unit 1) is apparently not violated, with
the third gene clading with the pre-tRNA
TyrB genes. The
incongruence of the IGR A phylogeny with that of the
t-units is hypothesized to be a result of IGR A being used
as the site of recombination during UCO resulting in
recombinant inter-t-unit sequences that do not follow the
other array element phylogenies.
Previous research on the At array has shown that a
number of the pre-tRNA genes fail to produce a mature
tRNA product in vitro (Stange et al. 1991; Beier and Beier
1992). While the nonfunctional pre-tRNAs appear to be a
subset of the total pre-tRNA genes in the array, these
putative pseudogenes argue that purifying selection is not
acting on all the genes in the array, presumably due to
redundancy of function. Compounded by the lack of cor-
relation between pre-tRNA
Tyr gene copy number in the
t-unit array and tyrosine residue usage in coding sequences,
the numerous deleterious mutations found in t-unit genes
argues that the copy number expansions within the arrays is
likely non-adaptive and ﬂuctuations in array size are
540 J Mol Evol (2010) 70:531–544
123governed by neutral evolution such as drift. If accurate, we
predict a range of copy number variation of t-units among
individuals in Arabidopsis populations.
The conservation of the t-unit pattern in both At and Al
argues for either selection against breaking up t-units, or an
additional mechanism of duplication that preferably copies
multi-gene units. Unlike protein coding genes, pre-tRNA
genes contain internal promoters (Hofstetter et al. 1981),
thus negating the necessity for gene duplication to carry
additional sequence upstream of the gene to allow for
proper transcription by RNA polymerase III. Pre-tRNA
genes also require short repeating thymine nucleotides as a
transcription termination signal (Stange et al. 1991).
However, this termination sequence is only a few nucleo-
tides 30 of the gene, and is unlikely to provide sufﬁcient
selection against breaking up a t-unit during duplication.
An alternative hypothesis to direct selection for t-unit
conservationissimplythatthesequencesﬂankingthet-units
are hot-spots for recombination. In this model, recombina-
tion can occur within t-units, but the high afﬁnity for
molecular elements responsible for crossover competitively
inhibits intra-t-unit recombination. Sequence analysis of the
intergenic regions between t-units (IGR A) showed no sig-
niﬁcant homology to other loci in the At genome (data not
shown). While this does not negate the possibility of a
recombination hot-spot motif indirectly driving t-unit con-
servation, no current data supports this model. In addition, t-
unit conservation may be driven by DNA topology in the
form of nucleosome placement, higher order chromatin
packaging, or epigenetic marks that would occlude recom-
bination from occurring within the t-units. Future studies of
the Arabidopsis arrays assessing the relationship between
the chromatin state of the array and recombination rates
within the array may aid in understanding the phenomenon
of t-unit conservation during array expansion. In any case,
we are currently unable to reconcile the neutral evolution of
the array as a whole in terms of copy number variation with
the apparent selection for conserved t-units.
Invitroassaysoft-unitgenetranscriptionshowedthatthe
presence of pre-tRNA
Ser genes did not signiﬁcantly affect
the transcription or maturation of the pre-tRNA
Tyr gene
product adjacent to them (Stange et al. 1991). The presence
of many putative pseudogenes within the array suggests that
the high copy number allows mutated pre-tRNA gene
sequences to ﬂy ‘‘under the radar’’ of selection due to
redundancy (Ganley and Kobayashi 2007). Interestingly,
most of the noted pseudogenes are located at the ends of the
array;giventhenatureofUCO,itisdifﬁculttoremovearray
ends, so it is no surprise that they contain the most divergent
sequences. However, it remains unclear whether one would
observe the same pattern of higher sequence divergence
toward the array ends given gene conversion as the mech-
anism of sequence homogenization/concerted evolution. If
the array centers are more prone to homogenization due to
higher frequencies of UCO, perhaps selection is then acting
uponthesitesofunequalcrossoverinsteadofonthegenesas
a whole, where selection for expansion or contraction of t-
units results in an array containing some minimum number
offunctional t-units.However,thiscouldalsobeneutraland
theresultofUCOoccurringwithahigherlikelihoodnearthe
center of the array than at the ends. A similar pattern of
multi-gene duplicated units containing deleterious muta-
tions is observed in tandem rRNA gene arrays (Ganley and
Kobayashi 2007), suggesting a similar mechanism of multi-
gene duplication.
Case Study for Modeling Array Formation Using
Unequal Crossing-Over as Mechanism of Expansion
For a review of homologous recombination in plants and
references to more in-depth reviews of recombination in
general, please see Schuermann et al. (2005). Following an
initialtandemgeneduplication,UCOisaknownmechanism
of subsequent tandem gene copy number expansion (Smith
1976; Tartof 1988; Achaz et al. 2000) and, therefore, a
plausiblemechanism of t-unit array expansion. Experiments
studying meiotic UCO in At have shown rates of gene copy
number variation on the order of *10
-6 per array per plant
per F1 meiosis (Jelesko et al. 2004), or at least one copy
number variant in one out of approximately 700 seeds due
solely to UCO (Gaut et al. 2007). Assuming a single meiotic
event per year per organism that gives rise to a single
progeny, a given array can expect a gene copy number
variant of 1 array
-1 Mya
-1 per haploid genome. This is two
orders of magnitude higher than the proposed rate of an
initial tandem gene duplication arising out of 0.01 gene
-1
Mya
-1 (Lynch and Conery 2000). Note the former value
does not correct for the increased frequency of unequal
crossover as array size expands, which gives greater
opportunity for misalignment (Eichler 2001), as has been
observed in micro-satellite DNA (Richard and Dujon 2006).
Given the ability of UCO to rapidly expand or contract pre-
existing tandem gene arrays, UCO is a prime candidate for
mechanistically explaining the formation of the t-unit array
anditssequencehomogenizationinAtandAl.Inordertotest
the hypothesis of UCO as the mechanism of t-unit array
expansion, a model was devised for the formation of t-units
1–7 (Supplementary Fig. 6). The model assumes that
recombination occurs in the IGR A regions, with each
duplication from UCO creating recombinant IGR A
sequences. The model predicted speciﬁc phylogenetic rela-
tionshipsamongthe derived chimericIGR Aspacer regions,
which were subsequently validated using the actual phy-
logeny of the IGR A sequences (Supplementary Fig. 4;
SupplementaryFig. 6).Whilethisparsimoniousmodeldoes
not presume to be an accurate recreation of the true
J Mol Evol (2010) 70:531–544 541
123evolutionaryhistoryofthearray,itdoesdemonstratethatthe
observed structure of the array can be reconstructed using
UCO as the mechanism of copy number expansion.
If unequal crossing-over causes copy number variation
via rapid expansion and contractions, and copy number is
selectively neutral, then one can expect expansion events to
occur at approximately the same rate as for contraction
events. If so, then the model of UCO inherently predicts a
continual loss of heterogeneity within the array, as t-units
lost via array contraction are replaced by ‘‘homogenized’’
gene duplicates as the array re-expands. This would expand
on the Birth-and-Death model of concerted evolution (Nei
and Rooney 2005) by the explicit inclusion of a coupled
birth/death mechanism by UCO. Our computer simulation
of UCO in orthologous arrays demonstrated this phenome-
non of concerted evolution through intra-array sequence
homogenization. There appears to be little evidence to show
that the copy number size of the array is adaptive given the
variation in array size in the two Arabidopsis’ genomic
regions, theapparentlackofpositiveselectionforpre-tRNA
dosage in relation to the codon usage across the genomes of
At and Al, and the presence of many non-functional pre-
tRNA genes within the At array. Thus, successive rounds of
UCO inherently causes a loss of phylogenetic information
during contraction events; when an expansion event occurs
to increase copy number in a tandem array, the t-units
replacing those lost will not replace the lost evolutionary
information. Together this leads to the observed sequence
homogenization between At and Al and the phylogenetic
grouping of paralogous versus orthologous t-units, and is
evidence of concerted evolution (Zimmer et al. 1980).
As the original discoverers of the tandem array astutely
noted (Beier et al. 1991), due to the inferred rapid turnover
of t-units, the true evolutionary history of the array will
almost certainly prove impossible to determine due to
erasure of evolutionary history (Gao and Innan 2004).
However, our ﬁndings show that the recent evolutionary
history of the array can be distilled, and its mechanisms of
expansion can be understood. Furthermore, this compara-
tive research between the At and Al arrays shows the highly
dynamic nature of these arrays’ evolution, with new ele-
ments likely being added and removed independently in
both lineages. Likewise, these arrays may be short-lived
genomic phenomena. Without selective pressure to main-
tain multiple copies, these arrays can theoretically be
reduced to a singlet state. More array sequences from
closely related taxa will aid in understanding the mecha-
nisms of tandem gene array evolution if a very recent
expansion or contraction event is identiﬁed. Future genome
projects involving both population level sequencing and
strategic sequencing of taxa based on their phylogenetic
relationships will further elucidate the mechanisms of
evolution of the t-unit array, and tandem gene evolution
in general. However, one outstanding feature of these
arrays, which is not explained by our analyses is why UCO
appears to occur only among IGR A regions, and perhaps
additional taxa sampling will shed light into this mystery.
Conclusion
The triplet pre-tRNA (t-unit) gene arrays located on chro-
mosomeoneofArabidopsisthalianaandArabidopsislyrata
have provided a high-resolution case study of the expansion
ofauniquetripletoftRNAgenes.Thet-unitformedafterthe
divergenceofArabidopsisandBrassicalineages,andbefore
thedivergenceofA.thaliana(At)andA.lyrata(Al)lineages.
While the mechanism forming the ancestral t-unit almost
certainly involved pre-tRNA gene transposition, it is
otherwise an unknown saltation. Expansion from the initial
t-unit into an array occurred from multiple origins, and
unequal crossing-over (UCO) is likely responsible for the
generationofatleastpart,ifnotthewhole,ofthearray.UCO
as the mechanism of t-unit duplication is supported by
phylogenticanalysisofintergenicsequencesbetweent-units
and comparison of t-unit arrays between At and Al. A con-
sequence of UCO is that such arrays are subject to con-
traction as well as expansion, which will reduce overall
sequence diversity and cause apparent sequence homoge-
nization. This concerted evolution is evidenced by the
apparent monophyly of t-units between At and Al, and is
supported by computational simulation.
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